News of the Resorts

Winners of Last Year's Belching Beauty Contest, Canada.

Feeding Hachadones.

SPEARFISH, S.D., Sept. 1.—(Special to Post—Dispatch) — A group of spearmen, some of the most skilled and experienced spear throwers in the world, arrived yesterday for the Spearfish spear throwing championships.

These skilled athletes are from all parts of the country, and they are expected to exhibit their best form in the upcoming competition. The event is an annual tradition in Spearfish, drawing enthusiastic crowds to witness the exceptional feats of these spearmen.

Among the participants are old favorites like Jack Smith, who has been a regular at the championships for the past decade. Others include Tom and Linda Foster, known for their impressive throwing accuracy.

The competition is scheduled to take place tomorrow morning at the local park, with additional activities planned throughout the day. Spectators are encouraged to come early and enjoy the exciting spectacle of skilled spearmen in action.